Results of three-color photoelectric UBV observations of UU Cas performed at Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory in 1972-1984 are presented. Keywords: stars: close binaries-individual: UU Cas. After paper [1] appeared in references we felt a desire to publish this work. In general, photoelectric observations of the binary system UU Cas were done at Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory according to the plan comprising a group of early spectral type objects (XZ Cep, UU Cas, RY Sct, W Sct, V 729 Cyg). Their spectral and photometric data are often inconsistent; they are characterized with intensive outflow of matter and complex physical processes.
After paper [1] appeared in references we felt a desire to publish this work. In general, photoelectric observations of the binary system UU Cas were done at Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory according to the plan comprising a group of early spectral type objects (XZ Cep, UU Cas, RY Sct, W Sct, V 729 Cyg). Their spectral and photometric data are often inconsistent; they are characterized with intensive outflow of matter and complex physical processes.
Three-color photoelectric observations of UU Cas were first performed at Abastumani Observatory in [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] . In each color separately 850 individual observations were carried out. To analyses the light curves variation the methods of theoretical light curves synthesis for close binaries were used as early as in 1992 [2] . Information on the star itself as well as on the performed photoelectric observations is given in the paper mentioned. The fact that, in 1972, 1973 observations of UU Cas (9 nights altogether) were done with a self-recorder and beginning from 1975 a photon counter was used, is noteworthy. Accordingly, shifting of observations by about 0 m .2 and the amplitude variation of 0 m .1 in amplitude in V color was observed in these years. Altogether more than 100 observational nights are at our disposal.
Up today there is very poor information on spectral and photometric observations and their studies concerning this star in references; but in 2002 the paper by T.Polushina on the analysis of the light variation for the massive close binary UU Cas was published [1] . It turned out that she did four-color (UBVR) photoelectric observations in [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] . She has 190 individual data in each color separately. In the above analysis average (UBV) photoelectric observations contained in paper [2] are used as well. Having had solved the variation curves by Lavrov's method, the author constructed deviations of real light variation curves from model ones. Observations of both seasons (1975 ( -1984 and (1984 ( -1989 were used. Despite the fact that these observations are close to each other by their epoch, still they are somehow different; although in both cases deviations of real observations from theoretical curves are significant. They much exceed the observational precision and are about 0 An opinion turns up that the share of gas structures in this system is comparable to that of the system components itself and the model of gas fluxes is much complex than it is used at the curves analysis with both seasons. As it is seen the circumstellar gas is of multi-component structure and consideration of this fact represents a serious problem of today from the standpoint of constructing a real model of the system. Consequently, the first thing to do was publishing of our individual photoelectric observations according to nights. The more so that duration of Abastumani observations and abundance of individual data attract one's attention. Accordingly, the light variation from season to season could be discussed and the period, when the action of fluxes is significant, be singled out. Besides, together with photographic observations available, period variability of the system could be discussed. Under conditions of more detailed information on gas fluxes, the light variation curves could be analyzed assuming more complex models and refining our idea about this system. Therefore, aiming at a joint investigation of the above system, we undertook scientificcooperation with the Urals State University as well as with leading specialists of Romania, Poland and Yugoslavia working in our sphere. We hope that this cooperation will be completed with scientific results of interest. Here it should be noted that it is advisable to carry out spectral observations during the total period or, at the worst, at some phases. Necessity for this is also conditioned by the fact that the mass ratio of components is not yet determined in terms of the radial velocity analysis. Therefore estimation of absolute parameters is hindered.
Finally, individual photoelectric observations of UU Cas (BD +60 o 2629) performwd first at Abastumani observatory using 48 cm AZT-14 telescope are presented. The star BD +60 o 2631 was used as the comperision one. When drawing light variation curves the phases were calculated by elements [3] :
MinI=JD2428751.72-8.51929.E The results of observations are given in the Table. The date of observation, moments of observations in Julius days, reduced to the solar center, and phases are listed in columns one, two, three; columns four, five and six show the magnitude differences between the comparison and variable stars in yellow, blue and ultraviolet rays respectively. 
